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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper shall deal with the numerical solution of the matrix eigenvalue 
problem 
Ay, = &By, (l-1) 
in an n-dimensional space where we impose the restriction that: 
(i) A is a real, symmetric matrix; 
(ii) B is a real, symmetric, positive definite matrix; 
(iii) {h,} are distinct. 
An iterative method, the super-variational technique, shall be the method of 
solution employed. This technique is an extension of the normal variational 
principle. It enables one to successively regenerate new estimates of the 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues from initial eigenvector estimates in such a 
manner that the order of the associated errors are doubled upon each regener- 
ation. Since initial eigenvector estimates are required, this approach proves 
most useful for problems where one wishes to study the effect on the eigen- 
values and eigenvectors of perturbations on A, knowing initially the solution 
to the unperturbed problem. 
This technique was first formulated by Kikuta [l, 21 in 1954 within the 
context of linear operators. Biedenharn and Blatt [3] also presented a similar 
technique, but considered its application to matrices. Since the presentation 
of these papers, the growth of digital computering capabilities has been 
overwhelming. For this reason, it appears advantageous to now reformulate 
the super-variational technique into an algorithm suited for machine compu- 
tations. 
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2. STATEMENT OF METHOD 
The following algorithm is proposed for the approximate solution of the 
previously stated eigenvalue problem: 
SUPER-VARIATIONAL GORITHM. Choose a first estimate, xii), of the 
yi , i = 1, 2 )..., n, such that the xi’) are linearly independent and normalized 
to be 
1) I$) I/ = 1, (24 
where the vector norm is defined by 
IIP II = v?P9 P>> (2.2) 
with, since B satisfies condition (ii), the scalar product given by 
(2.3) 
Perform the following recursive iterations for K = 1,2,... where for the 
K-th step, the approximate eigenvalues are defined by 
(K) _. x;K’T~xjK) 
w i , (24 
and the approximate eigenvectors by 
x$K+l) = $’ - x(.K’ 
2 P-5) 
choosing the caK) such that 
11 xjKfl) 11 = 1 and $r) > 0, (2.6) 
with the correction factors given by 
’ 
forifj. 
The foIlowing theorem will be shown to hold: 
(2.7) 
THEOREM. Under the conditions (i), ( ii ) , and (iii) of the e@nvalue problem, 
(1. l), with the ea&nvectors normalized us 
II Yi II = 1, (2.8) 
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the Super- Variational algorithm generates a sequence of estimates uch that for 
K = 1, 2,... 
and 
where 
wiK) = Ai + O(ll Ax llzK) (2.9) 
x(K+l) 
2 = yi + O(ll Ax f), (2.10) 
/I Ax 11 = max I/ yi - xl’) II . (2.11) I 
Proof. We shall employ a direct proof of the theorem. Let us first establish 
its validity for the initial step, K = 1. Thus we must show that 
cup) = A< + O(ll Ax II”) 
and 
(2.12) 
xt) = yi + O(lj Ax I\“). 
Defining the error for the i-th eigenvector by 
Axi = yi - x?) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
we see that (2.1) implies that 
1 = II xjr) jj2 = (1 yi - Axi \I2 = 1 - 2(Axi, yi) + jl Axi /12. 
Thus by (2.11) and the positive definite nature of B, 
2 I(& , Yi)I = II AXi II2 d II AX II’, 
hence 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
XAxi , yi> = O(ll Ax II”). (2.17) 
We will now employ the above results to evaluate z@, as defined by (2.4). 
Recognizing (l.l), (2.Q and condition (i), we see that 
,p) = xF)‘&) = (yiT - AxiT) A(y, - Ax,) (2.18) 
= hi(l - 2(6x, , yi)) + AXTAAXi * (2.19) 
But by Schwartz’s inequality 
1 AxiTAAxi 1 = \(Ax, , B-‘AA%)\ < /I Axi II I/ B-lAAxi /I (2.20) 
< II B-lA II II Axi II2 < II B-lA II II Ax II’, (2.21) 
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where the matrix norm is defined by 
(2.22) 
Hence, the conclusion that 
AxiTA& = o(lj Ax II"). (2.23) 
Employing this result and (2.17) in (2.19) it is easily shown that 
w(l) = hi + O(ll Ax 112), t (2.24) 
confirming (2.12). 
To prove (2.13) we shall use the fact that the {yi} form a complete ortho- 
normal set under the given conditions, hence for an n-dimensional space 
xi(l) = El $Y, (2.25) 
where by the orthonormality condition one obtains for the expansion coefli- 
cients 
&’ = (yj 9 Xp’) = {yj 9 yt - AXi) (2.26) 
= hj - (4 , Yj>* (2.27) 
Again employing Schwartz’s inequality 
I(& 2 Yj)l < II yj II II A% II = II hi II B II ‘X II s (2.28) 
(Axi , Y,) = WI Ax II>, (2.29) 
and (2.17) for i = j, we see that 
&) - 1 
1 + WI Ax II”) fori=j; 
*’ - WI Ax II) fori#j. 
(2.30) 
Using (l.l), orthonormality, and the above results to evaluate the correction 
factors, (2.7), we find that for K = 1 
at, =xj"=(A - w,(l'B)x? 
W:l' - 4l' 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
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Now substituting (2.30) for the expansion coefficients and (2.24) for the 
eigenvalues into (2.32) results in 
We conclude this phase by proving (2.13); thus employing (2.25) and 
(2.33) in (2.5) gives us 
= c@) 2 &)yi - f  ati yj - i 
j#i i 
+ O(ll AX 11”) . 1 (2.35) 1=1 
But by (2.30) we obtain from (2.35) that 
xf2) = $)[y, + O(lj Ax II")]. a (2.36) 
Imposing the normalization condition, (2.6), to (2.36) we see that ~1’) must 
satisfy 
1 = II x?) II = II cijl)[yi + O(ll Ax ll”)lll (2.37) 
= I ci(l) I II yi + O(ll AX li”)il > I P I I 1 - O(ll Ax ll”)l (2.38) 
by the triangle inequality and (2.8). Equating (2.38) for / cj’) / and employing 
a Taylor series expansion of j 1 - 0(/l Ax (\2)l-1 about 1, by the sign con- 
vention (2.6) we arrive at the desired formula 
C!l) t = 1 + O(ll Ax II”). (2.39) 
Employing (2.39) in (2.36) gives us 
x!2) = yi + 0(/l Ax II”).  (2.40) 
This confirms the validity of the theorem for the initial step. 
One can now conclude the proof of the theorem for any iteration step by 
assuming it to be true for the (K - 1)-th iteration, and showing that it is 
indeed then true for the K-th iteration. Then by induction, the theorem will 
be true for all iteration steps. Thus assume 
xiK’ = yi + O(ll Ax 112(“‘)) (2.41) 
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to be true. We can proceed in exactly the same fashion as was done for the 
initial step to show that (2.9) and (2.10) are indeed true for the K-th iteration, 
except that now powers of O(il L\x /i2’“-“) must be carried along. Since the 
formulation is nearly identical to the previous proof for K = 1, it shall be 
omitted here. 
3. DISCUSSION OF THE ALGORITHM 
The theorem indicates that if our first estimates of the eigenvectors are 
“close enough”, the Super-Variational algorithm will generate a sequence of 
new estimates of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of increasingly more 
accuracy. Since the algorithm is a recursive, iterative process, it is well 
suited for machine computations. Its primary numerical disadvantages are 
the possibility of nearly multiple estimates to machine accuracy of the eigen- 
values resulting in an unstable dividend in (2.7), machine storage require- 
ments, and the need to operate on the complete set of eigenvectors within 
an iteration, even though a particular vector may have converged to the 
accuracy required. This last hinderance can be overcome by some minor 
modifications of the algorithm. Even with these shortcomings the Super- 
Variational algorithm appears to be an economical method to employ for a 
problem which has fairly well separated eigenvalues, when reasonable estima- 
tes of the eigenvectors can be made to initiate the algorithm. 
4. TEST PROBLEMS 
To check the Super-Variational algorithm numerically, a computer 
program was written employing this method. Several matrices, with known 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors were then selected as test problems to be 
executed via the algorithm. 
As the first test problem, choose A to be 
and B to be the identity matrix. The true eigenvalues and normalized eigen- 
vectors of this problem are given in Table 1 to 10m5. Let us now define the 
K-th iterate error norm by 
/I Ayp 11 5.s 11 y. - x@) (I z z * (4.2) 
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TABLE 1 
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors for A = (4.1) and B = T 
Subscript Eigenvalue 
1 -27.969 
2 +0.012093 
3 + 2.9568 
Eigenvector 
($0.91174, -0.40643, -0.05953) 
(+0.29096, +0.53670, +0.79202) 
(-0.28995, -0.73943, +0.60759) 
10- 1 
\ 
,2 
3 
4 
-5 _ 
1 
FIG. 1. Convergence for A = (4.1) and B = 2 with {/I Ax?) 11) = (4.3). 
409/33/3-‘0 
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which is bounded on the interval [0,2] under the imposed normalization 
conditions. The true eigenvectors were perturbed such that the initial 
estimates, (xf’}, exhibited I-st iterate error norms of 
11 Ax(l) I( = 0.08491 1 /I Ax(‘) 11 = 0 2 . 15561 11 Ax:) (1 = 0.15127 . (4.3) 
The Super-Variational Algorithm was found to converge to the values in 
Table 1 on the 4-th iteration step for 11 Ax II = 0.15561, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. 
As an extreme check for convergence, the same problem was solved by 
employing the unit vector, {ei}, as the initial estimates. Since we cannot 
associate a given yi to a unit vector initially, one would perhaps anticipate 
that the unit vectors would converge to the associated eigenvectors which 
minimize the l-st iterate error norms. The actual convergence that occurred 
is given in Table 2. Convergence was obtained on the 6-th iteration step 
TABLE 2 
Convergence of Unit Vectors for A = (4.1) and B = I 
Initial estimate Converged value I-st iterate error norm 
el 
es 
e3 
Yl 0.42016 
Y2 0.96260 
Y3 0.88589 
for jl Ax /I = 0.96260, as depicted in Figure 2. An explanation of why a given 
unit vector converged to a particular eigenvector was attempted by calculating 
the 1-st iterate error norms for all possible combinations of the (ei} and 
{yl}. The minimum 1-st iterate error norms were found for the combinations 
indicated in Table 3. Thus by comparison of Tables 2 and 3, it appears 
that the initial estimates do not always converge to the eigenvectors closest 
to them in the sense of the 1-st iterate error norms, if the estimates are in 
severe error. 
As the second test problem, consider 
(4.4) 
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2 4 5 
t:+lbth ITERATION STEP 
6 7 
FIG. 2. Convergence for A = (4.1) and B = I with {xp)) = {e,}. 
TABLE 3 
Minimum Initial Error Norms for A = (4.1) and B = 1 
Initial estimate 
-__ 
el 
e, 
e3 
Eigenvector I-st iterate error norm 
Yl 0.42016 
-Y:, 0.72190 
YZ 0.64496 
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again taking B to be the identity matrix. The true eigenvalues and normalized 
eigenvectors are given to 10e6 in Table 4. The true eigenvectors were per- 
turbed such that the initial estimates exhibited errors of 
11 Axe) I/ = 0.262912 /I Ax:) /I = 0.311549 1) A#’ 3 11 = 0.141898 
I( Ax”’ 4 /( = 0.244152 11 A$ /j = 0.268712. (4.5) 
Convergence to the values in Table 4 was obtained on the 4-th iteration step 
with 11 Ax /I = 0.311549. Testing the same problem by employing the unit 
vectors as the initial estimates, the (ei} were found to have converged to the 
particular eigenvectors and generated the associated eigenvalues indicated 
in Table 5 on the 6-th iteration step. 
TABLE 4 
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors for A = (4.4) and B = I 
Subscript Eigenvalue Eigenvector 
1 + 1.65526 (+0.387297, -0.366221, -0.704377, 
+ 0.118926, -0.453423) 
2 + 6.99484 (+0.654083, +0.199681, +0.256510, 
-0.660403, -0.174280) 
3 +9.36555 (+0.052151, -0.859964, +0.505575, 
+0.000201, -0.046219) 
4 + 15.8089 (-0.623703, -0.159101, -0.227297, 
-0.692684, -0.232822) 
5 + 19.1754 (+0.174505, -0.247302, -0.361642, 
-0.264411, +0.841244) 
TABLE 5 
Convergence of Unit Vectors for A = (4.4) and B = I 
Initial estimate Converged value I-st iterate error norm 
el 
e2 
e3 
e4 
es 
Ya 0.831766 
-Y, 0.529218 
-Y1 0.768925 
’ -Y4 0.783984 
YS 0.563482 
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5. CONCLUSION 
From the test problems, one can conclude that the Super-Variational 
algorithm is quite effective when reasonable, and as indicated by the unit 
vectors, rather crude initial estimates of the eigenvectors can be made. For 
problems where it is known that some eigenvalues are closely spaced, caution 
should be exercised in employing the algorithm. In conclusion, it should be 
noted that the Super-Variational technique can be extended to apply to 
problems with less rigid conditions than those imposed in this paper. Bieden- 
harn and Blatt, for example, treated Hermitian matrices with eigenvalues 
of algebraic multiplicity greater than one in their article [3]. Numerical 
studies of these generalizations of the Super-Variational technique are 
presently being conducted and shall be reported at a later date. 
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